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Abstract: This paper proposes a new method for performing power scheduling via power tracing 
based generator selection method considering voltage stability improvement and cost reduction. Unlike 
the previous power tracing methods that performed the selection of generators based on the magnitude 
of traced powers, this research tries to utilize the stability index based tracing technique to indicate 
which of the generators in the system is the most suitable unit to be performed rescheduling of power. 
The stability index to be used is Fast Voltage Stability Index (FVSI) and because of that, the proposed 
tracing technique is termed FVSI-Generation Tracing (FVSI-GT). Validation on IEEE 14 and 57 bus 
reliability test system (RTS) and comparison with other conventional methods have justified that the 
proposed technique is able to select the exact generators with the enhancement of system’s static 
stability and reduction of fuel cost concurrently. Furthermore, a new hybrid algorithm, termed as 
Blended Crossover Continuous Ant Colony Optimization (BX-CACO) has also been proposed for 
sizing the generators’ output power. The hybrid algorithm was inspired by the crossover operation of 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and fast convergence property of continuous Ant Colony Optimization 
(ACOR). After comparison on various test systems with other Artificial Intelligence (AI) based 
optimization methods, it is revealed that BX-CACO reflects an impressive performance in terms of 
computation time and optimal solution.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Voltage stability assessment consists of two major tasks, which are voltage collapse prevention and 

determination of preventive and corrective actions for the purpose of voltage stability recovery and 
rehabilitation (Nakawiro and Erlich, 2009; Amraee et al., 2007). Various power system disturbances which are 
capable of leading to power system malfunction have motivated many researchers on how to streamline the 
existing methods in terms of voltage stability improvement and also economics point of view. Preventive 
actions normally applied by a system operator (SO) under healthy condition of power system with the objective 
of preventing any uncertainties that might happen during normal operation, for instance reactive power support 
insufficiency (Liang and Fei, 2010a; Aminudin et al., 2010). The adequacy of reactive power support depends 
on the quality of reactive power management provided by the SO, that is to say, a good reactive power 
management is able to prevent any power system risks (Liang and Fei, 2010b; Kumar and Renuga, 2010; Yiqin, 
2010) that could bring the operating point close to voltage collapse point on Q – V curve. Actually, there are 
wide options that can be selected by the SO for providing a systematic reactive power management, like 
FACTS devices installation and scheduling the generation units power, or sometimes termed as power 
scheduling.   

Performing power scheduling necessitates for optimal real and reactive power dispatch as the cost of 
supplying electricity will be considerable if no efforts regarding on how to optimize the injected power is taken. 
In virtue of that, there are many researches that tried to incorporate optimization technique into power 
scheduling problem for the purpose of fuel cost reduction and voltage stability improvement concurrently. A 
research that has been conducted by Abdullah et al. (2010) has formulated Evolutionary Programming (EP) into 
power scheduling with the objective of optimizing the fuel cost to be spent by a generation company (GENCO) 
and simultaneously improving the system’s static stability. To indicate the condition of system stability, the 
research has implemented Static Voltage Stability Index (SVSI) as an indicator to indicate the voltage stability 
improvement before and after optimization. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has also been implemented in 
the research conducted by Krami et al. (2008) and Dutta et al. (2008) for sizing the real and reactive power to 
be injected by generation units. The research has formulated the algorithm as a multi-objective optimization 
problem for improving congestion management and system’s stability. An upgraded version of PSO for 
streamlining the original algorithm has been proposed by Subbaraj et al. (2010). The newness added in this 
research is about the mutation elements; Cauchy and adaptive mutation, where it has been justified that the 
proposed technique reflects a tremendous signal in solving optimal reactive power dispatch (ORPD) problem in 
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terms of convergence speed and losses minimization. In addition to optimization method, Yare et al. (2009) has 
proposed Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm to be used for solving Generator Maintenance Scheduling 
(GMS) and Economic Dispatch (ED) problem considering the running cost to be spent. It is revealed that the 
DE is suitable to be utilized in large scale power system that consists of multiple generators with simultaneous 
satisfaction of various constraints such as crew/manpower, maintenance window, load demand, generation 
limits and spinning reserve constraints. Other Artificial Intelligence (AI) based methods for solving power 
scheduling problem considering voltage stability improvement have also been proposed by Chakrabarti et al. 
(2008) and Wang et al. (2010) which applying Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and fuzzy logic approach 
respectively. 

There are many algorithms developed by researchers about electricity tracing techniques, nonetheless, their 
usage is only limited to field of power system economics. Most of the researchers are now active to promote 
their developed power tracing methods in providing free-discrimination and fair transmission service pricing in 
deregulated power system environment, but they do not really think that the developed tracing algorithms  can 
also be implemented in the fields concerning voltage stability improvement, such as power scheduling and 
FACTS devices installation. Wei et al. (2002), Mohammadi et al. (2009) and Rao et al. (2010) have reported 
that instead of utilizing the methods for transmission cost allocation, power tracing can also be used in 
congestion management and generation rescheduling. A pioneered and supreme power tracing method has been 
invented by Bialek (1996, 1997) where the concept of proportional sharing principle (PSP) has been introduced 
to be used in the tracing algorithm. The method is known as Topological Generator and Load Distribution 
Factor (TGLDF), where it has been proven that the proposed technique is able to trace to participation of 
generators and loads in line flow and losses by treating the power system as lossless. A circuit theory based 
power tracing algorithm has been proposed by Teng (2005), termed as Bus Impedance Matrix (BIM). In this 
method, the traced complex powers of an individual generator are determined by multiplying the traced voltages 
and currents contributed by that generator. Unfortunately, unlike the TGLDF method, the BIM fails to prevent 
negative sharing among the participated generators. Abdelkader (2009) proposed a unique power tracing 
algorithm without requiring PSP assumption as in TGLDF method. This method performed elimination of 
negative elements in participation matrix to get the powers contributed by individual generator in the system.  
However, based on the experiments that have been conducted by author, the method is only applicable for small 
and simple power system, that is, inaccurate results will dominate if large and complex power system has been 
tested. Artificial Intelligence (AI) based power tracing has also been promoted by Sulaiman et al. (2009, 2010a, 
b) via Genetic Algorithm and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The researches still used results from TGLDF 
method as a benchmark for performing training process in the developed SVM algorithm.   

This paper presents a new technique for power scheduling considering voltage stability improvement and 
cost reduction by means of power tracing technique. Reduction of cost is achieved by selecting only the most 
appropriate generators to be performed scheduling task. Specifically, whichever generator in the system that 
causes the highest congestion level on a particular transmission line will be identified as the major contributor 
to system instability and should be firstly selected for power scheduling. To effectively select that kind of 
generator, a stability index based tracing technique has been proposed in this paper, known as Fast Voltage 
Stability Index Generation Tracing (FVSI-GT)  for ranking the priority of generator to be performed scheduling. 
Validation on IEEE 14 and 57- bus reliability test system (RTS) has proven that the proposed generator 
selection method provides robust and simultaneous voltage stability improvement and cost reduction after 
optimization process. In addition, a new hybrid algorithm has also been proposed in this paper, termed as 
Blended Crossover Continuous Ant Colony Optimization (BX-CACO). After comparison with other 
optimization methods, it has been justified that the proposed algorithm is capable of providing optimal solution 
with fast computation speed concurrently. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
This section will describe a little bit on Fast Voltage Stability Index-Generation Tracing (FVSI-GT) for 

selecting the best generator to be performed power scheduling. Nevertheless, the main focus of this paper is not 
about the FVSI-GT, instead, the purpose of this paper is to observe the effect of utilizing the proposed 
generator’ selection technique in power scheduling problem in terms of voltage stability improvement and cost 
reduction.      

 
Fast Voltage Stability Index-Generation Tracing (FVSI-GT): 

The line based stability index, which has been derived via quadratic equation has been invented by Musirin 
(2003) and named as Fast Voltage Stability Index (FVSI). The index can be used to indicate the stability of a 
transmission line, whether it is in healthy or stressed or congested condition. It has been proven that for a stable 
power system, the FVSI should be less than unity in order that no voltage collapse will dominate the system. 
The reason why this research utilizes this index for the purpose of voltage stability assessment is because of its 
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flexibility and easiness to be used and formulated as reported by Khalil (2008). An l-th line’s FVSI is given in 
(1).    

 
                   (1) 
 
 

Where, 
      Zl   :  line impedance  
      Xl   :   line reactance 
      Qr   :  reactive power at the receiving end  
      Vs   :    voltage at the sending end 
 
In this research, the FVSI of l-th line in (1) will be traced using any power tracing techniques such as 

Topological Generator Distribution Factor (TGDF) method as proposed by Bialek (1996, 1997). By using such 
method the participation of generators in line’s FVSI can be traced, that is, about how much percentage of 
generator’s contribution on line’s FVSI can only be made transparent if tracing techniques have been applied. 
Thus, knowing the participation of generator in line’s FVSI can allow a system operator (SO) to make a priority 
ranking indicating which of the generators in the system becomes the major contributor on line congestion or 
the generator that contributes the highest FVSI on a particular line. Whichever that become the major 
contributor will be selected first as the most suitable generator to be performed power scheduling. The idea of 
deriving the FVSI of l-th line contributed by individual generator is presented below.   

 
 

(2) 

 
 

 
(3) 

 
 

 
(4) 

 
 

 
(5) 

 

W
h

 

 n the number of generators in the system  

 Q
k

receiving end reactive power contributed by k-th generator 

 x
k

receiving end reactive power fraction contributed by k-th generator 

 
It can be deduced that the FVSI of l-th line participated by a k-th generator of reactive power generation Qgk 

can be represented as in (6) 
 

  

(6) 

 
The fundamental idea of FVSI-GT is to trace the fraction xr 

k that coming from each generator in the 
system. From that, an SO can establish a priority ranking of generator buses by means of calculating the traced 
FVSI in (6) via any power tracing techniques, for example TGDF.  

 
The Blended Crossover Continuous Ant Colony Optimization (BX-CACO):   

This paper proposes a new hybrid algorithm which is inspired by the Continuous Domain Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACOR) as has been proposed by Socha and Dorigo (2008). The history of ant colony based 
optimization began with a research conducted by Dorigo and Stutzle (2004) where he has been inspired to 
create an algorithm that is based on ant’s foraging behavior. Because of its fast convergence property, a lot of 
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studies have utilized the developed algorithm; however, it is found that the algorithm can only reflect a good 
performance in certain optimization problems such as finding the combination of the shortest path, time and 
cost, where the objective of the problem has been made known or specified between two nodes (edges) of ant’s 
path. When confronting with a problem like sizing or tuning, utilizing the traditional ACO is an ineffective 
choice. On account of that, Socha and Dorigo (2008) has promoted the newness in the ACO by modifying the 
solution updating technique via normal sampling method without changing the original process of the 
algorithm, and is termed as ACOR. The developed algorithm is suitable to be used in continuous optimization 
problems like sizing and tuning. Nonetheless, after a lot of experiments have been conducted, it is has been 
discovered that in spite of the ACOR still has the fast convergence property,  sometimes, when dealing with 
large test system that has too many control variables, the algorithm converges at unwanted fitness, or the 
converged fitness is not the optimal one. This is because the way how the algorithm updates the solution is not 
rather efficient as no variety of solution can be provided. In virtue of that, a modification on how to produce 
wide solution variety during solution updating process has been promoted in this paper by adopting blended 
crossover (BLX-α) operator of Genetic Algorithm (GA) into the ACOR. It is important to note that in ACOR, all 
ants store their current solution in a table called as Solution Archive-T, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the table, the 
topmost solution is the solution that has the best quality of fitness, whereas the bottom most solution is the 
worst one.   

 

  

Fig. 1: A Solution Archive T contains ‘T’ number of chosen solutions stored by the ants after each tour. The   
            solutions are sorted according to their quality of fitness, i.e. the best solution will be placed at the top of  
            the table. 

 
The original algorithm as in ACOR is still applicable in BX-CACO, except for the way how to calculate the 

mean and standard deviation required in solution updating process via normal sampling. The algorithm is 
presented below. 

Step 1: Initialization – in BX-CACO there are two parameters need to be specified accordingly, which are 
the pheromone evaporation rate, ξ and crossover constant, α. The ξ is the parameter that responsible for 
determining the convergence speed of BX-CACO, that is, the lower the ξ, the faster the convergence speed. On 
the other hand, the α indicates the percentage of utilizing crossover method in the proposed algorithm. A perfect 
tuning between these two parameters can result to the best performance of BX-CACO with fast convergence 
speed and optimal solution concurrently. The size of Solution Archive-T is also specified at this stage.  

Step 2: Fitness Evaluation – after initializing the Archive-T with randomly generated solution, the fitness of 
each solution is evaluated and subsequently, they are sorted according to their quality of fitness.  

Step 3: Solution Updating Process – in BX-CACO, the ant has two choices when performing solution 
updating process either via exploitation or exploration mode, depends on the value of randomly generated 
number ‘q’.  This approach is based on the Dorigo’s ACO where the solution is updated by first generating 
randomly the value ‘q’ between 0 and 1, and subsequently compared with a specified constant ‘qo’, which is 
also set between 0 and 1. If q < qo, the ant prefers exploitation or otherwise, the exploration will take place. The 
exploitation means that the ant will choose the best parents for producing the new solution, or sometimes 
termed as offspring. The best parents are the first and second solution in the Archive-T from the top. On the 
other hand, the exploration will make the ant choose any parents from the Archive-T randomly. After choosing 
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the parents’ solutions, the next step is to ‘blend’ them together to produce a hybrid mean by means of (7) and 
(8) (Reddy et al., 2010).  

 
 

(
7) 

 (
8) 

 

W
h

 

 Sm 
c

hybrid mean of c-th control variable for m-th ant 

 St1 
c S c

selected parents for crossover 

 γm
c

crossover operator 

 α crossover constant 

 u random number generated within [0, 1] 

 
Immediately after determining the hybrid mean, the standard deviation is then calculated via the modified 

equation as in (9). Next, the updated or new solution is generated as in (10) through any of the normal sampling 
methods, for instance Box-Miller method.  

 
                                                                                                                        (9) 

                                                                                                                         (10) 

W
h

 

 S
c

new solution of c-th control variable generated by m-th ant 

 σ
c

standard deviation of c-th control variable of m-th ant 

 S
c

hybrid mean of c-th control variable produced by m-th ant  

 St 
c

other t-th solutions of c-th control variable in Archive-T 

 ξ pheromone evaporation rate 

 T the total number of solutions in Archive-T 

 
Step 4: Evaluation of Newly Generated Solutions – after completing their tour (i.e. after producing the new 

solution for all control variables), the new solution will be evaluated via fitness evaluation as in step 2.  
Step 5: Updating the Solution Archive T – the new solutions generated by all ants are now combined with 

the solutions in Archive-T, and again, the combined solutions are sorted according to the their quality of fitness.  
Later, in order to maintain the original size of the archive, the last m (the number of ants) solutions from the 
bottom of the combined solutions will be discarded. This means that only the chosen solutions are deserved to 
be place in the archive. 

Step 6: Convergence Test – all of the processes from step 3 to 5 will be performed repeatedly until the 
algorithm reach the convergence state. The complete algorithm of BX-CACO based power scheduling is 
depicted in Fig. 2. 

 
Formulation Technique for BX-CACO based Power Scheduling: 

Prior to implementing the developed algorithm into source code, it is important to find the finest way in 
formulating the optimization components (control variables, constraints, and the objective function) into the 
case study, which is the power scheduling problem. After conducting a lot of studies regarding on formulation 
technique, the finest way to formulate the developed BX-CACO in the context of power scheduling problem is 
as follows.   
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Fig. 2: Working flow of BX-CACO algorithm 
 
i) Control variable – the control variables for the purpose of sizing task are the PV-bus generators’ active 

and reactive power. This can be represented by a vector St shown in (11).  
 

  
(11) 

 
Where St is the t-th solution as in Archive-T, PG,c and QG,c are the active and reactive power of c-th 

generator (or c-th control variable) respectively, and ‘ngen’ is the number of generators in the system. The total 
number of control variables involved is two times the number of generators.  

ii) Constraints – each generator in the system has their own limits for active and reactive power to be 
dispatched. For the purpose of this research, only the power limit constraints of generators and bus voltage 
limits are considered (Abdullah et al., 2010), as given in (12), (13), and (14).  

 
  

(12) 
  

(13) 
  

(14) 
 
Where, ‘nbus’ represents the total number of buses in the system. It should be noted that although the 

standard voltage limit is between 0.95 and 1.1 per unit, however when the power system is subjected to any 
disturbances with resulted FVSI approaches unity, it is impossible to get bus voltages within the standard limit 
even at the post optimization condition as the power system is now approaching the voltage collapse point.   

iii) Objective Function – for the purpose of this research only single objective optimization is considered; 
the voltage stability improvement.  To provide consistent reduction of FVSI and losses, the following objective 
function has been established.  

 
  

(15) 
 
Where the ‘�’ is called sensitivity constant (in MW-1) that will be heuristically tuned to provide fair 

reduction in FVSI and losses. The higher value of ‘�’ indicates that the losses will be the main objective 
function to be reduced. The FVSI and losses is calculated by power flow program after inserting the values of 
PG and QG as in vector St into power system bus data.  

 
 

T
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The developed BX-CACO algorithm for the purpose of power scheduling has been implemented in 

MATLAB software and validated on IEEE 14 and 57 bus reliability test system (RTS). To ensure the 
effectiveness of using the proposed FVSI-GT based selection technique, comparison with other conventional 
power scheduling methods in terms of cost and voltage stability improvement has also been conducted. 
Moreover, the feasibility of the proposed BX-CACO has also been confirmed by means of comparing with 
other AI based optimization, such as original ACOR, EP and GA.  It is important to note that in this experiment, 
only the selection methods of generators are manipulated, whereas the sizing process of generators’ power to be 
dispatched for all methods is handled by the developed optimization algorithm BX-CACO. The value of 
sensitivity constant, ‘�’ in (15) used in BX-CACO engine is 100.   

 
Validation on IEEE 14-Bus reliability test system (RTS): 

In 14-bus power system, there are four generators (excluding the generator at slack bus) to be selected for 
power scheduling, which are generator at bus 2, 3, 4, and 5 (or G2, G3, G4, and G5). Alternative methods such 
as Full Power Scheduling (FPS) and Loss Sensitivity (LS) have also been realized for the purpose of 
comparison with the developed technique. FPS involves all of the available generators (i.e. G2 – G5) to be 
performed sizing process, whereas the FVSI-GT and LS method are performed in different way; where only two 
generators are selected by these two methods, as tabulated in Table 1. The priority ranking of generator buses 
via FVSI-GT is tabulated in Appendix, Table A1. The results after sizing process by BX-CACO in terms of 
FVSI, losses, voltage deviation, and total cost to be spent have been illustrated in Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 for four 
reactive loading conditions; MVar load.  The loading is performed at bus 14, and the last MVar stands for the 
condition of power system immediately before the occurrence of voltage collapse, which means that the FVSI 
nearly approaches unity.  

 
Table 1: Selection of generators in 14-bus system for various loading condition 

Var Load Generator Selection Method 
 (p.u.) FPS FVSI-GT LS 
0.05 

All 
Generators 

G4, G5 

G3, G5 
0.39 G3, G5 
0.73 G2, G3 
1.02 G2, G4 
Note: Capital ‘G’ stands for generator bus 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3: FVSI (a) and Losses (b) distribution with respect to MVar load at bus 14. 

 
As can be seen from Fig. 3 (a) and (b), both FPS and FVSI-GT based power scheduling are capable of 

resulting to consistent improvement of system stability as the maximum FVSI has been clipped down from its 
pre-scheduling values (the dotted line) for all MVar loads. For instance, at the MVar load of 1.02 p.u., the 
maximum FVSI has been reduced from its pre-optimization value, which is from unity to 0.65 by FPS and 0.70 
by FVSI-GT based scheduling.  Similarly, the system’s losses have also been apparently reduced by these two 
methods beginning from the initial until the last loading condition. Taking the last loading condition as the 
reference, the losses have been reduced from 57.0 MW to 24.6 MW by FPS and 24.3 by FVSI-GT.  In addition, 
the LS based power scheduling also reflects a good improvement in terms of FVSI and losses. Unfortunately, 
the improvement is not appeared in the range of MVar load between 0.4 to 0.8 p.u. as the FVSI and losses are 
higher than that of the pre-scheduling values.   
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4: Cost (a) and Voltage deviation (b) distribution with respect to MVar load at bus 14. 

 
This implies that LS is unable to provide consistent improvement of system performance, that is to say, the 

method is unsuitable to be used for efficient power scheduling method.  
Meanwhile, the comparison in terms of total cost and voltage deviation are presented in Fig. 4. By 

inspection, the total cost promoted by FVSI-GT is much smaller than the cost resulted by FPS and LS for all 
loading condition.  For example at MVar load of 1.02 p.u., the cost to be spent by FVSI-GT, FPS, and LS are 
RM 55,000, RM 87,000, and RM 99,000 respectively, where about 30% of FPS cost in average can be saved 
via FVSI-GT. The performance of FVSI-GT is not really apparent in the context of maximum voltage deviation 
(from unity) at all buses. The performance is approximately similar to pre-optimization condition, but is a little 
bit better than FPS and much better than LS method. Although the pre-optimization condition has quite good 
voltage deviation for all loading condition, the performance in terms of FVSI and losses is much worse than the 
post-optimization methods (FVSI-GT, FPS, and LS). The complete results after optimization for all methods are 
tabulated in the Appendix, Table A2.  

 
Validation on IEEE 57-Bus reliability test system (RTS): 

There are six generators (excluding the slack generator) can be selected for power scheduling in 57-bus 
system which are generator at bus 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, and 12 (or G2, G3, G6, G8, G9, G12). Again, the FPS requires 
all of the generators to be performed power scheduling, whereas both FVSI-GT and LS method require only 
three generators for the best performance improvement, as tabulated in Table 2. In this case, the loading 
condition has been tested at bus 30. The priority ranking of generator buses via FVSI-GT for 57-bus system is 
presented in Appendix, Table A3.   

 
Table 2: Selection of generators in 57-bus system for various loading condition 

MVar Load Generator Selection Method 

 (p.u.) FPS FVSI-GT LS 

0.02 

All 
Generators 

G6, G8, G12 

G3, G9, G12 

0.08 G3, G9, G12 

0.13 G2, G6, G8 

0.19 G2, G3, G6 

Note: Capital ‘G’ stands for generator bus 

 
The FVSI and losses reduction with respect to loading condition after sizing process by the developed BX-

CACO are illustrated in Fig. 5.  
From the illustration, it can be deduced that all the methods result to consistent improvement in terms of 

FVSI value at all loading condition, with LS method provides the best reduction for loading condition after 0.1 
p.u., followed by FPS and lastly the FVSI-GT method. For example at MVar load of 0.19 p.u., the FVSI has 
been reduced from 1.00 to 0.40, 0.46, and 0.55 by LS, FPS, and FVSI-GT respectively. Although the FVSI-GT 
provides the last ranking for FVSI reduction among the three methods, yet the value still much below than that 
of the pre-optimization, i.e. about 25% reduction of FVSI has been accomplished in average by the FVSI-GT. 
The losses distribution yielded by the FPS and FVSI-GT method shows a consistent and apparent reduction for 
all loading conditions, with average reduction of 50% and 30% have been provided by FPS and FVSI-GT 
respectively. The LS method, although results to the best FVSI reduction is unable to ensure consistent losses 
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reduction, especially after MVar load of 0.1 p.u. The losses resulted by LS after this loading condition is very 
much high, which is about 60% higher than that of the pre-optimization value in average. This statement 
implies that LS method fails to provide efficient power scheduling as compared to the other methods although it 
can provide the best FVSI reduction. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5: FVSI (a) and Losses (b) distribution with respect to MVar load at bus 30. 

    
Meanwhile, the variation of total cost and voltage deviation with respect to MVar load are presented in Fig. 

6. As can be seen, very much improvement in terms of total cost has been resulted via FVSI-GT for all loading 
condition, where about 16% of FPS cost in average (RM 20,000) can be saved using the proposed technique. 
Again, the LS method provides inconsistent cost distribution as there is a little bit cost fluctuation between 0.1 
to 0.15 p.u. of MVar load. The improvement in terms of voltage deviation (from unity) is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b) 
where it can be observed that despite both FPS and LS method result to better voltage deviation improvement as 
compared to FVSI-GT, the proposed technique still provides apparent improvement with respect to pre-
optimization, where about 40% voltage deviation has been clipped down from pre-optimization values.   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6: FVSI (a) and Losses (b) distribution with respect to MVar load at bus 30. 

 
In addition, it seen that both FPS and LS are incapable to guarantee consistent improvement considering all 

aspects in power scheduling, which are the FVSI, losses, cost, and voltage deviation.  For example, the LS 
method provides the best improvement for FVSI and voltage deviation, but become the worst if the losses 
reduction has been considered, as in Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 5 (b). Moreover, the selected generators via LS method 
are different for each loading condition (as in the right most column of Table 1 and 2). This observation implies 
that the method fails to provide reliable selection method for a system operator (SO) when confronting with 
power scheduling problem. The FPS method, although provides comparable results with FVSI-GT in terms of 
voltage stability and losses, is unable to improve the total cost that might be spent by a generation company 
(GENCO) as the cost distribution for all loading condition (as in Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 6 (a)) is rather considerable. 
Thus, this method is suitable to be used in the voltage stability point of view, but become the worst choice in the 
context of economics. Overall results are tabulated in the Appendix, Table A4.   
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Comparison of Algorithms Performance: 
In this section, the performance of the developed BX-CACO algorithm in terms of computation time and 

the best FVSI and losses after optimization will be discussed and compared with other AI based optimization, 
such as original ACOR, EP, and GA. The performance comparison is tabulated in Table 3. Considering FVSI 
and losses as the subject of discussion, it is seen that a consistent improvement can only be realized via BX-
CACO, EP, and GA for all test systems as the values of FVSI and losses resulted by these three algorithms are 
comparable. For example, the best FVSI and losses resulted by the three algorithms are approximately 0.13 and 
9.0 MW respectively for 14-bus system. 

 
Table 3: Performance comparison of various algorithms 

Systems Algorithm FVSI Ploss (MW) tc (sec) PS 

14-Bus 

BX-CACO 0.1325 8.9998 47 5 

ACOR 0.1335 12.6182 49 5 

EP 0.1319 9.0602 450 50 

GA 0.1303 9.2203 460 50 

30-Bus 

BX-CACO 0.3487 9.8467 77 5 

ACOR 0.4048 9.2988 76 5 

EP 0.3496 9.9294 850 50 

GA 0.3487 9.8467 820 50 

57-Bus 

BX-CACO 0.1856 13.4225 150 5 

ACOR 0.1872 15.3223 143 5 

EP 0.1841 13.9778 1500 50 

GA 0.1855 13.4580 2500 50 

Note: Ploss, tc, and PS stand for losses, computation time, and population size respectively. 

 
Nevertheless, if the comparison is made in terms of computation time, it is clear that both BX-CACO and 

ACOR can perform the optimization process much faster than EP and GA. For instance, in 57-bus system both 
BX-CACO and ACOR can reach the convergence (i.e. complete the optimization) at about half an hour earlier 
than EP and GA. This is because to get the optimal objective function, the ant colony based technique requires 
only small number of population size, which are only five artificial ants have been used in the engine as 
compared to other population based algorithms (EP and GA) that require large number of population size for 
convergence. This is an advantage of utilizing ant colony based approach as the finest objective function can be 
reached within only small computation time. 

Although the original ACOR can perform fast computation time as in BX-CACO, however, the quality of 
the resulted FVSI and losses is not as good as in the proposed algorithm.  For example, in 30 bus system the 
resulted losses by both methods is approximately 9.5 MW in average, but the resulted FVSI by ACOR is 0.4, 
which is 13% higher than BX-CACO. Here is the explanation. The modification done on the original ACOR, 
which is about the hybrid mean, has upgraded the performance of the algorithm when updating the current 
solution, that is, more variety of solution has been produced by the artificial ants. As a matter of fact, such 
variety of solution has made the hybrid algorithm, BX-CACO to be more intelligent when performing the 
searching mechanism because it can prevent the algorithm from trapping into a space, where optimization 
algorithm keeps producing unimproved solutions, known as local optima.  Trapping into this space can prevent 
the algorithm from exploring the entire solution space when updating a solution. In addition to the capability of 
producing wide solution variety, the hybrid algorithm is able to perform fast computation time because of the 
perfect combination and tuning between ξ and α, which could also result to the best quality of converged fitness 
(FVSI and losses).  

 
Conclusion: 

This paper has presented a new method for selecting the most suitable generators to be performed power 
scheduling considering voltage stability improvement and cost reduction by means of stability index tracing, or 
specifically termed as Fast Voltage Stability Index Generation Tracing (FVSI-GT). The proposed technique 
applied the existing power tracing algorithms to trace the stability index FVSI contributed by each generator in 
the system. From that, a ranking list indicating the generators’ priority to be scheduled can be made by a system 
operator (SO) when considering the most suitable generating unit to be performed power scheduling. It is 
revealed that after performing comparison with other methods, the proposed selection technique is able to 
guarantee a consistent improvement in terms of system’s static stability, losses as well as fuel cost to be spent 
by a generation company (GENCO). Moreover, the proposed new hybrid algorithm known as Blended 
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Crossover Continuous Ant Colony Optimization (BX-CACO) shows a great performance in terms of 
convergence speed and optimal solution when performing the optimization process. For future recommendation, 
it is inspired that the developed FVSI-GT and BX-CACO algorithm can be applied widely in various power 
system problems concerning voltage stability improvement.  

 
Table A1: Priority ranking via TGDF based FVSI-GT for 14-bus system 

Rank Generator Bus, k Line Number, l FVSIl 
k 

1 5 14 0.2325 
2 4 10 0.1978 
3 2 1 0.1144 
4 3 3 0.1063 
FVSIl 

k is the FVSI of l-th line contributed by generator at bus k. 

 
Table A2: Results after optimal power scheduling for 14-bus system 

λ 
(p.u.) Method 

Gen. 
Bus 

ΔVmax 
(p.u.) FVSI 

Ploss 
(MW) 

Cost 
(RM) 

0.05 Pre 0.090 0.390 25.801 
FPS All 0.028 0.094 2.622 45,780 
FVSI-GT 4, 5 0.092 0.132 9.060 25,945 
LS 3, 5 0.105 0.178 7.137 30,010 

0.39 Pre 0.090 0.392 28.061 
FPS All 0.124 0.268 5.373 58,892 
FVSI-GT 4, 5 0.107 0.325 10.420 35,776 
LS 3, 5 0.177 0.392 10.158 46,100 

0.73 Pre 0.163 0.628 34.803 
FPS All 0.244 0.447 12.345 71,551 
FVSI-GT 4, 5 0.178 0.541 14.508 45,831 
LS 2, 3 0.349 0.724 46.129 99,700 

1.00 Pre 0.337 0.984 56.739 
FPS All 0.286 0.656 24.600 87,454 
FVSI-GT 4, 5 0.285 0.733 24.327 55,747 
LS 2, 4 0.290 0.803 43.742 99,989 

 
Table A3: Priority ranking via TGDF based FVSI-GT for 57-bus system 

Rank 
Generator Bus, k Line Number, l FVSIl 

k 
1 

12 64 0.1210 
2 

6 2 0.0669 
3 

8 34 0.0529 
4 

9 68 0.0491 
5 

3 34 0.0233 
6 

2 No line is used 0 
FVSIl 

k is the FVSI of l-th line contributed by generator at bus k. 

 
Table A4: Results after optimal power scheduling for 57-bus system 

λ 
(p.u.) Method 

Gen.  
Bus 

ΔVmax 
(p.u.) FVSI 

Ploss 
(MW) 

Cost 
(RM) 

0.02 Pre 0.195 0.207 20.669 
FPS All 0.096 0.173 9.157 145,050 
FVSI-GT 6,8,12 0.125 0.184 13.978 125,790 
LS 3,9,12 0.126 0.182 22.434 145,810 

0.08 Pre 0.250 0.346 21.438 
FPS All 0.127 0.272 10.550 150,430 
FVSI-GT 6,8,12 0.174 0.304 14.308 122,980 
LS 3,9,12 0.170 0.300 17.933 137,900 

0.13 Pre 0.322 0.510 22.943 
FPS All 0.162 0.368 12.958 157,010 
FVSI-GT 6,8,12 0.218 0.427 15.131 128,400 
LS 2,6,8 0.123 0.326 57.491 122,960 

0.19 Pre 0.469 1.070 27.088 
FPS All 0.198 0.460 16.464 164,450 
FVSI-GT 6,8,12 0.268 0.551 18.104 135,380 
LS 2,3,6 0.120 0.389 69.454 140,560 

Note: Pre means before the optimization.  
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